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Dear Citizen: J 4 d -
For over 40 years, the United States Government has been
producing nuclear wastes at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in
southeast Washington.

Since the 1940's, nuclear research and production work at Hanford
has resulted in an accumulation of over 440,000 cubic yards of
radioactive defense wastes, which are temporarily stored in
trenches, tanks and other containers at the site.

How to safely and permanently dispose of these wastes is one of
the major policy issues facing the citizens of the Pacific

= ~Northwest.

Aside from the issue of how the U.S. will dispose of all nuclear
waste, is the question of how to dispose of the waste already at
Hanford-- regardless of what happens with nuclear waste from
other places.

Recently the U.S. Department of Energy (USDOE) issued a Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on the disposal of Hanford
defense wastes. This three volume study describes how these
nuclear waste materials are temporarily stored at Hanford and
evaluates a range of options zfor their permanent disposal.

One responsibility of the Washington State Nuclear Waste Board is
to review these alternatives and make a recommendation about them
to the governor. It has begun this process by conducting a
detailed technical review of the DEIS.

It will make its recommendation after hearing from you--the
citizens of Washington State, regarding your reactions to these
options.

The Nuclear Waste Board's review has taken on an even greater
significance because of the recent announcement by the USDOE,
naming Hanford as one of three finalists for a permanent
repository for high-level nuclear wastes.
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Wherever the repository is sited, defense wastes would be added
to or "commingled" with nuclear wastes, under the authority of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

This greatly increases the number of factors the Board must
consider in its evaluation. Major considerations are: siting,
operation, monitoring, closure and decommissioning of a geologic
repository.

Clearly, the DEIS raises significant health, safety, technical,
and cost issues which will affect all Washington state citizens.
Among the Board's most important work is its consideration of
your opinions--the citizens of Washington State. Future genera-
tions would have to live with this site for thousands of years.
Without your opinions and guidance, the recommendation of the
Board will not be complete.

I urge you to be informed about defense waste issues, and to get
involved in the DEIS review.

This month, the Washington State Nuclear Waste Board and Advisory
Council will sponsor public meetings to receive your comments on
the DEIS. The Board and Council invite you to attend any of
the following public meetings:

Date Location City

June 17 Eisenhower High School Yakima
Little Theatre
702 South 40th Avenue

June 18 Kamiakin High School Kennewick
Auditorium
600 North Arthur

June 19 Spokane City Council Spokane
Chambers
W. 808 Spokane Falls Blvd.

June 24 Clark College Vancouver
Foster Auditorium
1800 E. McLoughlin Blvd.

June 25 Seattle Center Seattle
Northwest Room/Fidalgo Room
First and Republican
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Your comments will be used to formulate the state's defense waste
policy. Preliminary reports describing the state's major
concerns will be available at the meetings. -.

The Board and Council will also accept written comments through
June 27. Mail comments to the Office of Nuclear Waste
Management, Department of Ecology, Mail Stop PV-ll, Olympia, WA
98504. Call (206) 459-6670 for more information.

Sincerely,
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